PROGRAM

1 TANNHÄUSER: WAGNER
   arr. CRONHAM

ENTRANCE OF KNIGHTS AND MINSTRELS AND PILGRIMS’ CHORUS

ORCHESTRA AND ORGAN

The stage represents the hall of the singers at the Wartburg. The knights and minstrels have gathered for a tournament of song. The Pilgrims’ Chorus is a hymn sung by those returning from a pilgrimage to Rome. Tannhäuser was written at Dresden in 1845. It was not successful at first, but later gained in popularity.

2 BALLET SUITE: GLUCK-MOTTLE

AIR GAI

AIR FROM “ORPHEUS”
   Flute solo by HAROLD LAWRENCE
   English Horn solo by H. STANISLAUS

MUSETTE

TARANTELLA

Christoph von Gluck, 1714-1787, distinguished Bavarian composer. He became a leader in the reform of the opera and laid the foundation of modern styles. Gluck was against vocal display and sought for dramatic sincerity. He lifted the orchestra into vital action. He wrote over a hundred works. This suite consists of four dances from Gluck’s operas arranged by Felix Mottl. All are of graceful design, melodious and simple in type.

3 XERXES: HÄNDEL

LARGO

ORCHESTRA AND ORGAN

arr. CRONHAM

Georg Friederich Händel, 1685-1759, distinguished Saxon composer, contemporary with J. S. Bach, and more immediately influential than he upon the progress of dramatic music, especially in England. None of his operas continued in vogue in their entirety but numerous selections are much admired. The familiar Largo was originally a tenor solo.
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SYMPHONY NO. 5 IN E MINOR:  
“From the New World”  
DVORÁK

ADAGIO AND ALLEGRO

LARGO  
English Horn solo by H. Stanislaus

The first movement begins with a slow introduction and, thru a brief climax, leads directly to the Allegro. Then comes the main theme announced on the horns. Note the dislocation of the accented note called “ragtime.” This theme is presented in various guises after which we hear the second theme played on the flute to a soft accompaniment in the strings. A development of both themes follows, then the recapitulation; and from then on a constant increase in animation to the final sounding of the main theme.

Solemn brass harmonies introduce the first theme of the Largo, sung by the English Horn, and one of the finest melodies in modern symphonic literature. After some development of this theme there come two contrasting sections. The movement then works up to a climax at which point is heard the main theme of the first movement. We again hear the English Horn melody and a reminiscence of the opening harmonies.

“There has been much discussion as to the degree in which Dvorák was influenced in this Symphony by the idiom of American negro music. In the Symphony there are many peculiarities of style that appear in earlier symphonies by Dvorák, but we cannot shut our ears to other peculiarities distinctively negro, such as the rhythmic jerk or jump of ragtime. On the whole, it is in certain general traits of style, and in the primitiveness of the emotional tone, that the Symphony may fairly be said to be negro or American.”

— Daniel Gregory Mason.

IL TROVATORE:  
VERDI

SELECTION

Trumpet solo by Gladys Arey

Trombone solo by Bernard Greeley

On January 19, 1853, Verdi’s twelfth opera was first sung of a certain winter evening in Rome; starting out with an explosive local success and entering directly on a career of universal and popular favor, it is hard, even today, to name another distinctively Italian work holding the stage as long and firmly. It is overrunning with melody, including many tunes of eminent beauty. Admitting its defects, “Il Trovatore” remains an Italian opera of such natural, vivid beauty and spontaneous power that only a warped judgment can ever wish to be in at the death of the old score.

— E. I. Stevenson.
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